Abstract Data from the Van Allen Probes have provided the first extensive evidence of nonlinear (as opposed to quasi-linear) wave-particle interactions in space with the associated rapid (less than a bounce period) electron acceleration to hundreds of keV by Landau resonance in the parallel electric field of time domain structures (TDSs) traveling at high speeds (~20,000 km/s). This observational evidence is supported by simulations and discussion of the source and spatial extent of the fast TDS. This result indicates the possibility that the electrostatic fields in TDS may generate the electron seed population for cyclotron resonance interaction with chorus waves to make higher-energy electrons.
Introduction
Extensive observations by the Van Allen Probes of structures that carry large parallel electric fields at velocities greater than several thousand km/s, such as oblique chorus waves or time domain structures (electrostatic and electromagnetic phase space holes, double layers, solitary waves, nonlinear whistlers, etc.) [Mozer et al., 2013 [Mozer et al., , 2015 , suggest the possibility of electron acceleration by Landau resonance trapping of particles in the effective potential well formed by the parallel electric fields of such structures and the action of the mirror force on particles in an inhomogeneous geomagnetic field. Experimental confirmation of Landau resonance electron acceleration to hundreds of keV by oblique chorus waves has been demonstrated .
Time domain structures (TDSs) are observed throughout the solar system [Mozer et al., 2015, and references therein] and in huge quantities in the outer Van Allen radiation belts [Mozer et al., 2013] . They are millisecond duration structures that propagate along the magnetic field, that may be electrostatic or electromagnetic, and that contain significant parallel electric fields. They have also been called electron holes, double layers, phase space holes, solitary waves, etc. An ideal electron hole is a positive potential structure whose electric field has the wrong sign to accelerate an electron that it overtakes. Thus, an electron-accelerating TDS must have a negative potential, at least in part. Because the potential structures of TDS are observed to vary in space over a distance of kilometers, or time over an interval of milliseconds, characterization of such structures as anything other than TDS is difficult and the criterion of importance in such considerations will be the existence and size of the negative potential in the structures. Following their observation by the Van Allen Probes, theories, simulations, and observations of the acceleration process have shown that a thermal electron can be accelerated tõ 10 keV by interaction with electron-acoustic TDS whose parallel velocities of a few thousand km/s (the order of the electron thermal speed) make them capable of trapping thermal electrons [Artemyev et al., 2014; Vasko et al., 2015a] . However, as illustrated in Figure 1 , TDS may also accelerate electrons to more than a hundred keV. During the event in this figure, at L = 5.5, magnetic local time (MLT) around 22:20, magnetic latitude = 11.6°, the 31 keV to 108 keV field-aligned electron flux exceeded that at 90°by factors of about 2 for up to 2 min. Fieldaligned electrons at similar energies were earlier observed on GEOS 2 [Kremser et al., 1988] . The highest energy of accelerated electrons among the 10 events that have been studied is about 300 keV.
Observations
The environment and particle measurements during this event show that the 100 keV acceleration was produced by TDS and not by chorus waves, injection, azimuthal drift, or adiabatic effects. Because the temporal modulation of the 90°electron fluxes in Figure 1 and [Schulz and Lanzerotti, 1974] . The magnetic field in Figure 2a was essentially constant, which implies that there were no adiabatic effects during the time of interest, as further confirmed by the absence of field alignment at energies larger than 140 keV (see Figure 1 ). Figure 2d presents the omnidirectional electron number flux above 20 keV. It shows an injection shortly after 04:45 universal time (UT), about 4 min before the field-aligned electron observations. Although this injection was not correlated in time with the acceleration because the pitch angle distribution of the injected electrons peaked at 90°, the injection may have provided the free energy that resulted in TDS generation [Malaspina et al., 2015] . Figure 2b gives the electric field spectrum as a function of time. The red line in this panel is the electron gyrofrequency, and the white lines below it are at 0.5, 0.1, and 0.025 times this frequency, respectively. There were no chorus or other waves in this higher-frequency range during the time of interest, and the level of low-frequency electromagnetic noise (e.g., Alfven or electromagnetic ion cyclotron waves) was very low. However, there were intense electrostatic signals below about 100 Hz, called broadband electrostatic noise, that are the signature of TDS [Matsumoto et al., 1994] . An example of the TDS seen throughout this event is given in Figure 3 which presents a 40 ms example of the TDS observed near the time of the 100 keV accelerated electrons. It gives the three components of the electric field in Figures 3a-3c and the magnetic field in Figures 3d-3f in magnetic-field-aligned coordinates, with the parallel electric and magnetic fields in Figures 3c and 3f , respectively. These data consist of a mixture of electron-acoustic solitons [Mozer et al., 2013; Artemyev et al., 2014] and electromagnetic (because the spiky structures were also observed in the magnetic field) three-dimensional (because the spiky structures were seen in all three components of the electric field) bipolar electron holes [Mozer et al., 2015; Vasko et al., 2015b] . TDS of both types have parallel electric field amplitudes as large as 40 mV/m. Such three-dimensional electromagnetic TDS have been observed in every one of the approximately 10 different events that have been studied in detail. Figure 2c presents the pitch angle ratio of electrons measured by the HOPE (oxygen, proton, and electron) instrument on the Van Allen Probes. The pitch angle ratio is defined as the ratio of the average flux at the two largest and smallest pitch angles divided by the average of the fluxes at the three pitch angles nearest 90°. A value greater than one indicates that the pitch angle distribution at that energy is field aligned. Because the pitch angle ratio was less than one at the time of injection, the pitch angle distribution of the injected electrons was peaked at 90°. It became field aligned during the time of interest due to acceleration of near-thermal electrons by electron-acoustic TDS, as has been described in the literature [Artemyev et al., 2014; Vasko et al., 2015a] .
For electrons to be trapped and accelerated to hundreds of keV by TDS, the TDS velocity must be much greater than the~3000 km/s that accelerates thermal electrons to~10 keV, in order that the TDS be in Landau resonance with electrons initially having energies of several keV. To estimate the velocity of one of these TDS, the time required for the structure to pass along the magnetic field line from the electric field detector's sphere 1 to sphere 2 has been estimated in Figure 4 by forming the functions
(at the time of this data, spheres 1 and 2 were oriented along the 
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magnetic field line, while the line between spheres 3 and 4 was perpendicular to B). The motivation for these definitions follows from the fact that V n = v n À v sc where n is any of spheres 1 through 6, v n is the potential of sphere n and v sc is the potential of the spacecraft. (V n quantities are potential differences, while v n quantities are potentials. The individual potentials, v n , cannot be measured because only potential differences are measureable.) The spheres are near their local plasma potentials because they are current biased, so v n is also the potential of the plasma near sphere n, while the spacecraft is at a positive potential with respect to its local plasma that depends on the plasma density and other parameters. Thus, V n depends on both the local plasma potential at sphere n and on plasma parameters associated with v sc . It is desired to compare quantities associated with spheres 1 and 2 that depend only on their local plasma potentials. Because ΔV 1 is also equal to [v 1 À (v 3 + v 4 )/2], ΔV 1 measures the local plasma potential at sphere 1 relative to the local plasma potential at the location of the spacecraft, so that a comparison of ΔV 1 and ΔV 2 produces an estimate of the time required for the TDS to pass from sphere 1 to sphere 2, free of possible perturbations in the estimate associated with variations of the plasma properties. Figure 2 . The environment at the time of the field-aligned 100 keV electron observations, showing that there were no adiabatic effects because the (a) magnetic field was essentially constant, there were (b) no whistlers but there was a large flux of TDS that produced the low-frequency broadband electrostatic noise, there were (c) no field-aligned electrons at the (d) 0446 plasma injection, and the plasma flux was approximately constant for 5 min before the 0452 observation of field-aligned electrons.
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crossed the spacecraft in about 250 μs. Although the accuracy of the interferometry method is low because the TDS structure was greatly undersampled, a rough estimate of the time delay required for the TDS to pass from sphere 1 to sphere 2 can be provided by shifting their respective signals in time. The three panels correspond to delaying the second signal relative to the first by À2.5, 2.5, and 7.5 μs, respectively. (A correction for the fact that the V 1 measurement was digitized 3.85 μs before the V 2 measurement has been made when processing the data.) For time offsets of +2.5 and À7.5 μs, the ÀΔV 2 signal clearly lags or leads the ΔV 1 signal. Thus, a rough estimate of the time delay for the TDS signal to cross the 50 m separation from sphere 1 to the spacecraft is À2.5 μs, implying that the TDS was traveling at 20,000 km/s. A rough estimate of the uncertainty in this velocity is ±10,000 km/s, so the TDS was traveling sufficiently fast to trap more energetic electrons. The sign of this offset shows that the TDS was traveling away from the equator, which is required for significant electron acceleration, as discussed below.
It is useful to consider the 15 eV to 250 keV pitch angle distributions preceding and during the >100 keV acceleration event, as given in Figure 5 in which the wide green, yellow-green, red, purple, and blue lines are at energies of 1, 3, 10, 50, and 100 keV, respectively. In Figure 5a , 1 min before the acceleration, the 10 to 100 keV pitch angle distributions were peaked at 90°while, in Figure 5b , during the acceleration event, they were peaked at small pitch angles. Because the ratio of the measured fluxes at 10 keV and 108 keV was about 1000, the acceleration of about one 10 keV electron out of 1000 such electrons suffices to explain the observations. Another interesting feature is the plateau in the spectra in the few keV range, as evidenced by the bunching of the green curves in the two panels. In the presence of such a plateau in the background population, the observed fast TDS, which are presumably electron-acoustic solitons, should experience only weak Landau damping by the hot (keV) electron population, even though the latter density is much smaller than the cold (3-50 eV) plasma density [Mace et al., 1999] . Finally, it is noted that the pitch angle distributions in the keV range were field aligned before and during the acceleration as a result of thermal electron acceleration by the slower TDS that appeared after about 0448 UT in Figure 2b . 
Discussion
Landau resonance trapping occurs when electrons that are moving away from the equator are overtaken by TDS whose parallel electric fields cause the electrons to be accelerated. If the electron parallel velocity is much smaller than the TDS velocity, the acceleration is short lived as the TDS passes by. If the electron parallel velocity is comparable to that of the parallel electric field, the electron may be trapped and accelerated to a higher velocity than that of the TDS and it will move away from the TDS. However, as the electron leaves the equator, it moves into a region of increasing magnetic field that causes its parallel velocity to be converted to perpendicular velocity. The electron's parallel velocity may then decrease such that it is overtaken by the parallel electric field structure and be further accelerated in a process that may be repeated many times. Thus, the electron can move at the roughly constant TDS parallel velocity while its perpendicular energy grows until the electron finally escapes from resonance. This process lowers the electron mirror point while it increases the electron energy, in such a way that the electron may either precipitate or return to the vicinity of the equator with a more field-aligned pitch angle distribution than it had when it left the equator. This acceleration occurs in a time less than the electron bounce period.
Suppose electrons start with energy E o and pitch angle α o at the equator where the magnetic field is B o .
Assuming that the first adiabatic invariant is conserved [Shklyar and Matsumoto, 2009] and that after acceleration the electron local pitch angle is close to 90°, the final E m and B m must be related roughly to initial values by
The largest acceleration occurs for near-90°e quatorial electrons that are trapped to the highest latitude that the TDS can travel before the electrons ultimately move out of resonance. Assuming that these fast TDS survive up to 40-45°magnetic latitudes (see discussion below), the corresponding upper bound on the B m /B o ratio is~10. To accelerate a significant population of particles to 100 keV, TDS should then trap~10 keV electrons around the equatorial plane. Considering the observed fast TDS propagating at about 20,000 km/s, the accelerated electrons should have initial resonant pitch angles α o~6 5°-75°.
To model this acceleration process, the simulations presented in Artemyev et al. [2014] have been repeated, but with new parameters corresponding to the fast TDS discussed above. For the sake of simplicity, we focused here on the fast, negative potential, bipolar TDS seen in Figure 3 (while other types of observed TDS may have comparable effects, examining in detail the effects of all the different TDS would require a An ensemble of 10 8 test particles was run with isotropic initial pitch angle distributions and energy spectra taken from spacecraft observations just before the acceleration process. As the interest is mainly associated with the nonlinear (trapping) interaction of electrons with TDS, the electron scattering by many TDS, described in Vasko et al. [2015a] , has not been considered and, instead, the multiple interactions of an electron with a single TDS generated within 5°of the equatorial plane have been simulated, taking into account the mirror force of the geomagnetic field. It was assumed that the TDS decayed around 40-45°magnetic latitude (see discussion below). Considering a series of TDS with different parameters, one obtains different electron distributions after resonant interaction and, assuming that these distributions are independent of each other, the final, combined distribution of electrons interacting with a mixture of different TDS is obtained (this approach is essentially similar to the Green function approach proposed for nonlinear wave-particle interactions [Artemyev et al., 2014; Omura et al., 2015] ). The relative probabilities of electron interaction with different TDS are estimated from spacecraft measurements of distributions of TDS amplitudes and velocities. Results for the final fluxes of accelerated electrons are shown in Figure 5c where the dashed lines represent the initial (uniform) pitch angle distributions and the solid lines represent the distributions of accelerated electrons. The comparison of initial and final fluxes demonstrates a clear increase of parallel fluxes for energies up to 100 keV, and the comparison of the simulation in Figure 5c with the observations in Figure 5b is good. (Note that in these simulations, some electrons were accelerated to 200 keV. This number would be increased greatly in the simulation by selecting faster TDS and larger fluxes of~20 keV electrons.)
A crucial question remains to be addressed: How far from the equator can TDS actually propagate with trapped electrons, i.e., how large can B m /B o be? The observed TDSs represent electron-acoustic solitons existing in a plasma with cold and hot electron populations [Fried and Gould, 1961; Watanabe and Taniuti, 1977] and are quite analogous to ion-sound solitons in plasmas with hot electrons and colder ions [Sagdeev, 1966] . A full understanding of the influence of various dissipative mechanisms on TDS evolution and propagation would require a separate detailed study. Nevertheless, two points can already be mentioned here: (i) the flattened slope of the background parallel electron distribution observed in the vicinity of the velocity of fast TDS just before their appearance (see Figure 5 ) should mitigate Landau damping to some extent and (ii) observations of similar fast TDS up to the maximum latitude (~22°) reached by the Van Allen Probes, as well as on board the Polar satellite at L~5-7 up to 45°-60°latitudes, suggest that the above-discussed model of TDS living to 40°of magnetic latitude seems quite reasonable.
Over a typical acceleration timescale of~1 s (roughly corresponding to the time needed for the TDS to travel from +5 to +40°latitude at L = 5-6) electrons of less than 100 keV will experience an azimuthal drift around the Earth of less than 20 km. Thus, a relative homogeneity of the TDS and plasma medium over this scale is required for the proposed mechanism to work with its full efficiency. Moreover, this scale can be significantly reduced if one takes into account the 3-D configuration of TDS having a corresponding transverse electric field which induces a cross-field drift compensating drift due to magnetic field inhomogeneity.
One known mechanism for generation of the required fast TDS is through the nonlinear evolution of oblique chorus waves by wave-particle interactions [Kellogg et al., 2011] . That such a process generates fast TDS is illustrated by the data given in the supporting information of this paper. Another possible method for generating fast TDS is through the same electron-acoustic interaction that produces slower TDS from a thermal population of a few tens of eV electrons, except that it now results from the population of 1-5 keV electrons.
In closing, it is noted that the processes that produce near-relativistic electrons in the Earth's outer radiation belt are general and not confined to that particular environment. Thus, one should expect that TDSs
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accelerate electrons to high energies during magnetic field reconnection and on the Sun, other planets, and through the entire universe. In particular, a similar process may operate in the auroral region because the electrostatic turbulence observed in this region can be explained by the presence of electron-acoustic solitons [Dubouloz et al., 1993] .
